
 Set One: 
1. Simile 
The comparison between two unlike things with like, as, or than


2. Cliché 
An overused sentence 

Example = ‘the early bird gets the worm’


3. Rhyme Scheme 

The pattern of similar sounds


Examples: ABAB

‘The cat in my house,

Sat on my mat,

Eating a mouse’


4. Metaphor 
The comparisons between to things (unlike a simile it doesn’t nessary need to have “like or as”) 


5. Free Verse 
No regular rhyme or rhythm, just write


Set Two:

6. Haiku 
Three lines 5 7 5 


7. Juxtaposition 
Is two things placed together for a contrasting effect  

Comes in the third line as a surprise

(Change in the image)  

8. Found Poem 
It’s a poem created by taking words, phrases + sometimes whole passages then making them 
into poetry. You make it into poetry by changing the lines, but the key is: you make it a new 
meaning. 


You can make it through anything: books, writing on walls etc.


Set Three:

9. Imagery (clock ticks sound?) 
Using words to create a mental image in the reader’s

 head. An image means senses (smell, touch, sound, taste, sight) 

Imagery appeals to the senses.




10. Mood 
A feeling the reader gets (sad, mad, glad etc.)


11. Repetition 
Repeat - phrases of a poem, rhymes (sound/rhythm), words, use of poetic devices, images, 
meaning,/messages, feelings.  


12. Alliteration 
A repeat of a sound of contestants. Example: Working With Words “W”  

13. Assonance 
The repeat of a sound with vowels. Example: “E” Energetic Elephants


Set Four:

14. Onomatopoeia 
The formation of a word from the sound associated with it’s name

(Cuckoo, sizzle) 


15. Denotation 
The literal definition of the word. 


16. Connotation 
A feeling that a word invokes in addition to it’s primary meaning. 


Example: I’ve got butterflies (literally butterflies in the sky) verses connotation where the 
metaphor butterflies in your stomach is relevant.   


Set Five:

17. Theme 
[an idea that recurs in literature/what the story teaches the reader (life lesson, meaning, moral, 
message about life or human nature)]


Examples:

Money can’t buy happiness

Don’t judge people based on the surface

It is better to die free than to live under tyranny


Set Six:

18. Personification 

The attribution of a person’s characteristics to something



